Two examples of a particular kind of form-finding problems are studied; given a set of fixed points, we ask for the position of an extra point such that a given framework admits a self-stress and hence a tensegrity structure can be built from it.
Introduction
In this paper we present two different approaches in order to solve the so-called formfinding problems for tensegrity structures. These have brought special attention both among mathematicians and engineers since the seminal works of Kenneth Snelson around 1948 (see [13] ). Roughly speaking, a form-finding problem for a tensegrity structure asks to determine a geometrical configuration of points and edges in R d (d = 2, 3) such that the whole structure is in a self-tensional equilibrium. The word tensegrity was coined from tension and integrity by Buckminster Fuller, deeply impressed by Snelson's work.
Apart from a purely mathematical interest [3, 11] , understanding these structures has applications to architecture and structural engineering [14] and has led to interesting models for viruses and cellular structures [1, 6] . It is also considered a useful tool for the study of deployable structures [8, 12, 15] . Previous works have proposed a number of different approaches to solve form-finding problems, which can be found in the recent review [9] . As advanced above, in this paper we present two more approaches: On the one hand, the first of them, based on geometric calculations, provides a visual form-finding method which is found particularly useful in order to study the underlying properties of tensegrity structures. On the other hand, the second method uses a matrix formulation in order to take advantage of the Symbolic Computation; although this algebraic approach hides the reasons of tensegrity behaviors, it makes easier to solve more complicated problems.
As for the novelty of our work, the first approach is based on a geometric technique that the first author develops in [5] and which allows to decompose problems related to tensegrity structures into basic instances called atoms. The second approach shows how elimination theory can be applied after encoding the information of the configuration in a rigidity matrix, and uses the linalg and Groebner packages of Maple [7] .
Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the basic notions appearing in the paper. Despite this aims to be self-contained, an interested reader can look at [16] for further examples and a more detailed overview. Let us introduce first the rigorous definition of "self-tensional equilibrium": Definition 2.1. A framework G(P ) in R d (in this paper d = 2, 3) is a finite point configuration P := {p 1 , . . . , p n } in R d together with a set of edges joining some pairs of points. In the sequel we will focus on general position point configurations, and edges p i p j are usually denoted ij.
A stress w on a framework is an assignment of scalars w ij (called tensions) to its edges. Observe that w ij = w ji , since they refer to the same edge.
It is called a self-stress if, in addition, the following equilibrium condition is fulfilled at every vertex:
∀i,
That is, for each vertex p i the scaled sum of vectors −→ p i p j is zero. Observe that the null stress is always a self-stress, therefore the goal must be to find non-null self-stresses. Note also that given a self-stress all its scalar multiples (in particular its opposite) are self-stresses as well.
Proposition 2.2. Let p ∈ P be a vertex of a d-dimensional framework G(P ) such that P is in general position. Given a non-null self-stress on G(P ), either at least d + 1 of the edges incident to p receive non-null tension or all of them have null tension.
Proof. The result is true for any d, but the reader can consider d = 2, 3 here. Let k be the number of edges incident to p with non-null tension. The equilibrium condition on p implies having k vectors in R d , with common tail, which add up to the zero vector. For k < d + 1, this is only possible if their k + 1 endpoints span a (k − 1)-space. But either k = 0 or this contradicts the general position assumption.
As a consequence, the next property follows, which makes particularly interesting the study of a certain family of general position frameworks, the so-called (d + 1)-regular ones: The following definition introduces our final object of study, which is a physical model of the mathematical objects defined above: Definition 2.4. We define a (self-stressed) tensegrity structure T (P ) to be a self-stressed framework in which edges ij such that w ij > 0 have been replaced by inextensible cables (its endpoints constrained not to get further apart), those with w ij < 0 by unshrinkable struts (endpoints constrained not to get closer together), and edges with w ij = 0 have been removed.
If no confusion is possible, a tensegrity structure T (P ) will be denoted by just T . For another physical interpretation, one can think of cables and struts as springs endowed with a certain tension, respectively inwards and outwards. That is; cables and struts incident to Observe that, given a tensegrity structure, it might be possible to replace some cables or struts by bars which react to the surrounding tensions. For example, in Figure 1 the strut can be replaced by a bar receiving an outwards tension as a reaction to the sum of cable tensions.
This replacement can be performed as well in Figure 2 , which shows the most emblematic tensegrity structure; the so-called oblique triangular prism with rotational symmetry. It is composed of nine cables, six of which form two copies of an equilateral triangle, the top one rotated 30 degrees, joined by three struts alternating the rest of cables. Thick edges denote the struts, that can be replaced by bars.
Provided the above definitions, a form-finding problem for a tensegrity structure asks to find out which are the configurations of points, cables, struts and (possibly) bars that give rise to similar self-stressed tensegrity structures.
In particular, in this paper we deal with two examples in which we are given a 4-regular framework in general position in R 3 , one of whose points has unknown coordinates. The task is to find those positions of the undetermined point for which a non-null self-stress is admitted and hence a tensegrity structure with that topological configuration can be built. For the geometric treatment of more types of form-finding problems we refer the reader to [5] . Its algebraic resolution is postponed for a sequel paper.
The last definition in this section introduces the minimal general position frameworks that admit a non-null self-stress:
Figure 2: The oblique triangular prism.
to be a general position realization of the complete graph K d+2 , together with its unique (up to constant multiplication) non-null self-stress. The tensegrity atoms are then obtained replacing edges by cables and struts; Figure 3 shows half of the possible types, the others come from exchanging cables and struts. Thick edges denote struts, that once more can be replaced by bars. It is not difficult to check using Proposition 2.2 that configurations with fewer points or edges do not admit self-stresses apart from the null one. The non-trivial fact that the above frameworks do admit a unique (up to constants) non-null self-stress is implied by the following result taken from [10] :
Proof. For any p i ∈ P we have:
which equals zero.
Geometric approach
This section starts with a series of results that can be found developed in detail in [5] . They are used afterwards to solve a first example of form-finding problem, which provides a clue about the general structure of tensegrities that are similar to the oblique triangular prism.
Decomposing into atoms
Let us consider two self-stressed frameworks G(P ) and G ′ (P ′ ) such that P ∪ P ′ is a general position point configuration, with w and w ′ the respective self-stresses. For the framework G(P ) ∪ G ′ (P ′ ) obtained by union of vertices and edges, we define the sum of self-stresses w + w ′ to be defined in the natural way: Assigning tension w ij + w ′ ij to common edges ij and maintaining the corresponding tension at the others.
It is easy to observe that equations (1) are fulfilled and hence w+w ′ is indeed a self-stress. Abusing of notation, we denote by G + G ′ the self-stressed framework obtained. Observe that, after this addition is performed, one can appropriately replace edges by cables and struts in order to obtain a tensegrity structure T + T ′ .
Observation 3.1. This kind of addition is of interest just when P and P ′ have at least d points in common; otherwise we obtain either two separate tensegrity structures or one of them hanging from the other.
Reciprocally, every tensegrity is a sum of basic ones:
. (Atomic decomposition of tensegrities) Every non-null tensegrity structure T (P ), P in general position, is a finite sum (in the previous sense) of tensegrity atoms. This decomposition is not unique in general.
Proof. Let G(P ) and w be the associated framework and non-null self-stress. We show how to obtain, by addition of atoms, a chain of non-null self-stresses w ′ on G(P ) in which the number of points with only null incident tensions (null vertices) is increased by one at each step. At the end we come up with a self-stressed framework with only d + 2 non-null points, i.e. an atom (note that Proposition 2.2 implies that every framework with a non-null selfstress has K d+2 as a sub-framework). Hence, the original tensegrity T will be the sum of this tensegrity atom and the opposite of those that have appeared in the process.
Let us focus on the two-dimensional case, since the three-dimensional one is carried out analogously: At each step, an arbitrary non-null vertex a ∈ P is to be converted in a null one. By Proposition 2.2, only the following two cases are possible (see Figures 4 and 5):
• If exactly three incident edges ab, ac, ad have non-null tension, we consider the atom K of vertices a, b, c, d. Since this atom has a non-null self-stress w K which is unique up to constants, we can choose w K ab to be the opposite of the tension assigned to edge ab at the current stress w ′ , i.e. w K ab := −w ′ ab . Because of the equilibrium at a, it turns out that also w K ac = −w ′ ac and w K ad = −w ′ ad . Therefore, adding w K to the current selfstress makes vertex a have only null tensions at incident edges (i.e. makes it disappear from the associated tensegrity). Note that at b, c, d other incident edges with non-null tension may have appeared, but this does not affect a. See Figure 4 , where dashed interior edges in the second picture are opposite to those in the first one. • If p ∈ P has incidence degree greater than 3, let m, n, q, r be neighbors of p. Consider the atomK of vertices p, m, n, q (and all the possible edges between them) and choose it to have tension wK pm := −w ′ pm at edge pm. Hence, obviously w ′ +wK has null tension at edge pm. Again, other edges with non-null tension may appear, but not incident to p. Hence, repeating this process if needed, we obtain a self-stress on G such that p has only three incident edges with non-null tension (i.e. in the associated tensegrity, p has only three incident edges). Now we are in the previous case. See Figure 5 , where now only dashed edge pm is guaranteed to be opposite to its filled counterpart. Since a sum of self-stresses is another self-stress and a point is turned to be null at each step, after a finite number of steps we come up with a self-stressed framework with only four non-null points and the process finishes.
Geometrically solving form-finding problems
In the sequel we denote by
the set of all possible edges joining points of {p 1 , . . . , p n }. The first problem we deal with is a generalization of the oblique triangular prism: Let us point up here that, for different particular coordinates of the first five points the problem can be solved from the ones chosen here using projective invariance (see [5, 11] ).
Solution to Problem 3.3: In order for the above configuration to admit a non-null selfstress, it is a necessary condition that p 6 lies in the ruled hyperboloid x 2 −y 2 −z 2 −x+y+z = 0. This is also a sufficient condition except for a certain algebraic curve.
Proof. Since a second proof is given in Section 4 and due to the lack of space, we show here just the core of the method, referring the reader to [5] for the detailed calculations.
Suppose that p 6 is in general position and such that the above framework admits a non-null self-stress. We can split into {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 } and {p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 , p 6 } the point configuration, and consider the atoms K andK on these sets. This makes the edge p 1 p 6 not to appear in the union of those atoms.
Furthermore, their self-stresses can be chosen in such a way that w K p 2 p 4 = −wK p 2 p 4 , so that K +K has null tension at edge p 2 p 4 . Hence, it just remains edge p 3 p 5 to get rid of; if we impose its tension to be null, the above equation on x, y, z is obtained.
Reciprocally; assume p 6 to lie on the hyperboloid and to be in general position. Then, the atoms K andK can be considered as above, so that edge p 2 p 4 receives null tension in their sum and edge p 1 p 6 does not appear. Finally, the tension on edge p 3 p 5 turns out to be a polynomial fraction whose numerator is x 2 − y 2 − z 2 − x + y + z and whose denominator gives the equation of the above mentioned algebraic curve.
Symbolic approach
This section is devoted to show that form-finding problems can be reformulated in a matricial form and how this allows to solve them by symbolic computations, making the treatment of complicated problems easier than using the geometric method.
The rigidity matrix
Here comes the definition of a matrix which encodes all the vertices and edges of a framework: Definition 4.1. Let G(P ) be a framework with n vertices and e edges in R d (again d = 2, 3 here). Its rigidity matrix has e rows and nd columns, as follows:
• There is a row per edge of the framework; these appear as ij, i < j and in lexicographic order.
• Each block of d columns is associated to a vertex p i and contains either the d coordinates p i − p j , at rows corresponding to edges ij incident to p i , or zeros at the rest of rows.
For a framework on n vertices with all the possible edges (complete framework ), the rigidity matrix has then the following condensed form:
The key observation is that if we call R the rigidity matrix, the equilibrium equations (1) can be restated in matricial form as
where w is a 1 × e vector of entries w ij , i < j (recall that w ij = w ji ) and the right-hand side is the 1 × nd zero vector.
Symbolically solving form-finding problems
An alternative proof of the solution to Problem 3.3 is presented in this subsection, obtained via symbolic computations which make use of the matricial form (2) of the equilibrium equations: Solution to Problem 3.3: In order for the referred configuration to admit a non-null selfstress, it is a necessary condition that p 6 lies in the ruled hyperboloid x 2 −y 2 −z 2 −x+y+z = 0. This is also a sufficient condition except for a certain algebraic curve.
Proof. We detail the steps carried out in Maple V, release 5.1, omitting just some outputs of no interest:
• The first step is to introduce the points p 1 , . . . , • Then we define the dimension and the numbers of points and edges, together with the auxiliary zero block: 
• Observe that solving the matrix equation (2) is equivalent to solve its transpose R t · w t = 0. As an observation, the reader should notice that this is a system of linear equations in R[x, y, z] but we want to solve it in R, where equations may no longer be linear. In order to generate the system of transposed equations we use the command geneqns of the linalg package, in which the names w ij are chosen for the unknown tensions:
Rt:=transpose(R): eqs:=geneqns(Rt, [w12,w13,w14,w15,w23,w25,w26,w34,w36,w45,w46,w56], vector(n*d,0)); eqs := {−w12 − w14 = 0, −w12 − w13 = 0, − w12 − w15 = 0, w12 + w23 + w25 − w26 x + w26 = 0, w12 + w25 − w26 y + w26 = 0,
• The conditions we are looking for are the projections over R[x, y, z] of this system of equations eqs. We will make use of the fact that the Zariski closure of this projection is obtained by elimination of the variables w ij from those equations (see [4] ). This is performed by computing a Groebner basis of the polynomials in eqs, for an elimination order in which variables x, y, z are smaller than the w ij 's. The command gbasis of the Groebner package is used:
polys:={-w12-w14, -w12-w13, -w12-w15, w12+w23+w25-w26*x+w26, w12+w25-w26*y+w26, w12+w23-w26*z+w26, -w23-w34-x*w36, w13+w34-w36*y+w36 , -w23-z*w36, w14+w34+w45-w46*x+w46, -w34-y*w46, -w45-z*w46, -w25-w45-x*w56 , -w25-y*w56, w15+w45-w56*z+w56, -w26+w26*x+x*w36-w46+w46*x+x*w56, -w26+w26*y-w36+w36*y+y*w46+y*w56, -w26+w26*z+z*w36+z*w46-w56+w56*z}:
with(Groebner): G:=gbasis(polys,lexdeg([w12,w13,w14,w15,w23,w25, w26,w34,w36,w45,w46,w56],[x,y,z])):
• The Groebner basis obtained (which we omit here) has no equations involving just x, y, z, what means that the projection is the whole space R[x, y, z]. I.e., there is a solution for every p 6 := (x, y, z). We already knew that; the null self-stress is always a solution.
In order to look for non-null solutions, Corollary 2.3 turns out to be crucial; if there is a non-null self-stress, then all its tensions are null. Hence, it is enough to add any of the inequations w ij = 0 to our system, for which an auxiliary polynomial and variable have to be considered when computing the Groebner basis.
Here we have chosen the inequation w 56 = 0, adding the auxiliary variable t 56 and the polynomial w 56 t 56 − 1:
superpolys:={w56*t56-1, -w12-w14, -w12-w13, -w12-w15, w12+w23+w25-w26*x+w26, w12+w25-w26*y+w26, w12+w23-w26*z+w26, -w23-w34-x*w36, w13+w34-w36*y+w36, -w23-z*w36, w14+w34+w45-w46*x+w46, -w34-y*w46, -w45-z*w46, -w25-w45-x*w56, -w25-y*w56, w15+w45-w56*z+w56, -w26+w26*x+x*w36-w46+w46*x+x*w56, -w26+w26*y-w36+w36*y+y*w46+y*w56, -w26+w26*z+z*w36+z*w46-w56+w56*z}:
superG:=gbasis(superpolys,lexdeg([t56,w12,w13,w14, w15,w23,w25,w26,w34,w36,w45,w46,w56],[x,y,z])); superG := [x 2 − z 2 − x + y + z − y 2 , . . . and 47 polynomials more, involving w ij 's. We obtain that the hyperboloid x 2 − z 2 − x + y + z − y 2 = 0 is the Zariski closure of the set of points p 6 := (x, y, z) such that the framework admits a non-null self stress. Therefore this is a necessary condition, sufficient except for an algebraic curve contained in the hyperboloid.
It should be pointed up here that other software can be used to better perform elimination, for example CoCoA [2] . The reason for having chosen Maple is that it has a specific package for linear algebra.
In addition, we have to call the attention of the reader to the fact that, in spite of solving more complicated problems than the geometric one, the usefulness of the algebraic approach is also limited by the size and type of the problem. For instance, if we do not realize that Corollary 2.3 makes enough to include only one of the inequations w ij = 0, then all of them would have to be considered in order to look for non-null solutions.
This would imply adding to polys, instead of those chosen above, the auxiliary variables t 12 , t 13 , . . . , t 56 and polynomial (w 12 t 12 − 1)(w 13 t 13 − 1) · · · (w 56 t 56 − 1), what makes the computations infeasible.
A more complicated problem
In this last section we state and solve a second form-finding problem. Its resolution via the geometric method studied in Section 3.1 is a bit more tricky and can be found in [5] . Its solution is the same as the one obtained here using the algebraic approach. Solution to Problem 5.1: In order for the above configuration to admit a non-null selfstress it is a necessary condition that p 7 lies in the intersection of 3x − 1 − 4y + 2z = 0 and 6y 2 − 5zy − 3y + z + z 2 = 0. This is also a sufficient condition except for a certain algebraic curve.
Proof. Again, we detail the steps carried out in Maple V, release 5.1:
• First, the points p 1 , . . . , p 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0  0 , −1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0  −1 , −2 , −3 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 0 , 0 , 0  −x , −y , −z , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , x , y , z  0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , −1 , 0 , −1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0  0 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , −1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , −1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 • So that we can generate the system of equations as above: Rt:=transpose(R): eqs:=geneqns(Rt, [w12,w13,w16,w17,w23,w24,w27,w34,w35,w45,w46, w56,w57,w67], vector(n*d,0)); eqs := {−w12 − w16 − x w17 = 0, − w13 − 2 w16 − y w17 = 0, −3 w16 − z w17 = 0, w12 + w23 + w24 − w27 x + w27 = 0, − w23 − y w27 = 0, −w24 − z w27 = 0, − w23 − w35 = 0, w13 + w23 + w34 = 0, − w34 − w35 = 0, −w24 − w45 − w46 = 0, − w34 − w45 − 2 w46 = 0, w24 + w34 − 2 w46 = 0, w35 + w45 − w57 x + w57 = 0, w45 − w56 − w57 y + w57 = 0, w35 − 2 w56 − w57 z + w57 = 0, w16 + w46 − w67 x + w67 = 0, 2 w16 + 2 w46 + w56 − w67 y + 2 w67 = 0, 3 w16 + 2 w46 + 2 w56 − w67 z + 3 w67 = 0, x w17 −w27 +w27 x−w57 +w57 x−w67 +w67 x = 0, y w17 + y w27 − w57 + w57 y − 2 w67 + w67 y = 0, z w17 + z w27 − w57 + w57 z − 3 w67 + w67 z = 0}
• Then we compute a Groebner basis of the polynomials in eqs for an adequate elimination order, and the result again has no elements involving just x, y, z. As above, in order to look for a non-null solution, it is enough to consider the inequality w 56 = 0, because of Corollary 2.3:
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